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You are a

Editorial Experience Designer



Talk, show, demonstrate

Good Editorial Experience



Niels Lyngsø

Me?



Springsummer.dk

Case story



Advance.dk

Best Editorial Experience











No content, 
no cigar

Quality Content



Enable variation, 
to enhance the story.

Quality Content?



Room for expressions



Front-end developer & designer

Why me?



Depended on others



Do it yourself



Do it yourself



Umbraco Cloud for the win



What is a good editorial experience?



Simple



Flexible



Intuitive



Unbreakable



Unbreakable



Unbreakable

Intuitive

Simple Flexible



The role of a CMS

Content Creation Platform?



“”Editorial efficiency has a huge impact 
on morale, which is intangible but 

critical.“

“”Nothing destroys editorial efficiency 
more quickly than a clunky editorial 

interface and flow”
- Web Content Management, by Deane Barker



Our approach
• Reusability and customization

• Simple Modules

• Various layouts



We should think like the editors

The process of creating content



Create, preview, change, preview…

It’s a process

We should think like the editors

The process of creating content



Lead to good choices



The available choices affects
the possible outcomes

Shaped by the possibilities
given by the tool



Guide your editor by only providing 
good choices.

Rich Text Editor

x x x x x x x



Guide your editor by only providing 
good choices.

Rich Text Editor

x x x x x x x



Each choice will be considered

Provide the minimum
amount of choices



Hide features if possible



Can we make choices depending
on conditions?

What if the CMS could think?



(Missing example)



Only the minimum data needed to 
present the content

Think about the content as data
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Flexibility













Flexibility by choices



Multiple levels of abstraction

+
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Multiple levels of abstraction
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Stacked Content
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Opens in the sidebar 









Not having a visual representation
of the content

The visual abstraction



Helps leading the process

Focus & Overview 









Naming









teaserHeadline



Polymorphic content structure

The Flexible Playground



Flexible Content structure

Allows content to:

- Absence
- Make multiple instances
- Replace with other types





Allow for play

Creativity



















Easy to extend with new possibilities

Open for change



Nested Content and Stacked Content 
does not fulfil my need.

We need more!







Implement Consulting Group

implementconsultinggroup.com

http://implementconsultinggroup.com








Content editing

implementconsultinggroup.com

http://implementconsultinggroup.com


Layers in the hero an other places

implementconsultinggroup.com

http://implementconsultinggroup.com


Components in hero & specification 
module

implementconsultinggroup.com

http://implementconsultinggroup.com
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